
The Goldtouch Comfort Mouse 

and Mouse Pad

Goldtouch Part Numbers:

KOV-GTM-B - Right Handed Bluetooth Mouse
KOV-GTM-R - Right Handed Wired Mouse
KOV-GTM-L - Left Handed Wired Mouse

The Goldtouch Mouse and Mouse Pad are designed for 

ultimate comfort; they are the perfect companions for your 

computer.  This pair is built from the ground up to help put 

your hand, wrist and arm in a natural position that alleviates 

pressure on your tendons and joints. 

1101 Arrow Point Dr., 
Bldg 4, Suite 401
Cedar Park, TX 78613 
Phone: 512.259.5688
Fax: 512.259.6599
www.goldtouch.com

The Goldtouch Comfort Mouse is all about 
perfect harmony.

The Goldtouch Comfort Mouse, was designed to 

mirror your hand, wrist and arm in a weightless 

environment.  The Goldtouch Mouse ensures 

that your hand is in a relaxed position that's well 

supported by our oversized thumb cushion and 

grip.  Our oversized buttons allow "ngers of all sizes 

to activate (click) without bending the "ngers in an 

awkward or uncomfortable position.  It's one mouse 

you'll actually want to keep in your house.

The Goldtouch Mouse Pad is the perfect 
place to house your mouse.

The unique design of the Goldtouch Mouse Pad allows 

users to mouse in greater comfort. The mousing platform 

features a gentle slope and curve to better protect your 

hand and wrist from hard surfaces and ensure that you’re 

in maximum mousing comfort. The pad is made of dual 

textured stress-dispersing gel, with a Lycra cover provid-

ing excellent trackability.

Point and Click your 
Way to Happiness.

Available in Black and Navy Blue, the Goldtouch Mouse Pad is 
pure comfortable support.

The Goldtouch Mouse Pad measures 10" (H) x 8.5" (W) x 1" (D).  

Goldtouch also features a SlimLine of Mouse Pads, measuring 10" 
(H) x 8.5" (W) x 1/3" (D).  The slimline series is available in right 
and left handed versions (and does not include a slope).

Key Features:

Available in Right Handed, Left Handed, and Bluetooth 
versions, the mouse is compatible with Windows 2000, XP, 
Vista, Windows 7, and Mac OS 10.4 and newer.  Simply plug 
and play (no driver installation required).

Slope - Don't worry, this isn't a physics class.  Let's just say 
our mouse has the perfect curves to reduce stress on your 
pressure points and make your mousing experience a happy 
one.

Cushion and Grip - Our oversized thumb cushion helps 
hands of every size maintain a comfortable grip without 
increasing the pressure applied by the thumb.

Key Features:

GT60017 - Black Mouse Pad
GT60003 - Navy Blue Mouse Pad
GT90017 - SlimLine Right Mouse Pad
GT90017L - Slimline Left Mouse Pad


